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Millis Announces
May Registration,
Course Changes

LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WIS.

Shawn Dancers in Action

C lo s e in T w o D a y B a llo t in g

,

Lawrence Wins 4th
Place in Beloit Meet
As Graf Sets Record

31

Plans for May registration, m eth
ods of financial aid, and changes
in courses were outlined by Dean
John S. Millis in convocation on
Tuesday, May 2.
Room registration has been do
ing on during the past week. Re
gistration f o r rooms in Brokaw
hall may be made at a n y time.
Girls have been notified when they
are to register for rooms at Sage.
A deposit of ten dollars is requir
ed at the time of room registration.
This w ill be refunded if the stu
dent withdraws before August 1.

May 31 Is Deadline

A ll freshmen, sophomores, and
Juniors must register at the time
and place arranged by the dean’s
Office. The penalty for registration
after Wednesday, May 31, will be
three dollars. Changes in registra
tion after September 1 will cost
one dollar per change. Students
who do not intend to return next
fall are asked to inform one of the
deans. Sophomores must make out
m ajor cards before reporting for
registration.

New Courses Offered
Next fall the following
Courses will be offered:

new

Biology 21 — Trees and Shrubs.

Study and identification of trees
and shrubs in the field and labora
tory. Prerequisite, a course in bio
logical science or consent of the
instructor. Credit, 3 hours. Mr.
Rogers.

English 26 — Literary Composi
tion. Analytical study of the bio
graphical sketch and the short
story. Practice in narrative writing
and in other forms. Prerequisite,
junior rank and the consent of the
instructor. Credit 3 hours. Mr.
Beck.

English 65 — The English a n d
American Novel. A study of t h e
literary art of great English and
American novelists. Prerequisite,
Junior rank. Credit 3 hours. Mr
Clippinger.

Fine Arts 2 — History and Ap
preciation of Art. W ith historical
Turn to Page 8

i— B illb o a r d —
Saturday, May 6 — Alpha Delta
Pi formal
Phi Kappa Tau formal
Institute formal
Monday, May 8 — Ted Siiavin
and dancers
Wednesday, May 10 — Recital
Friday, May 12 — Mortar Board
luncheon — Mrs. Barrows
Interfraternity-sorority Songfast
Saturday, May 13 — Lawrence
guest day
Kappa Alpha Theta formal
Kappa Delta formal
Sunday, May 14 — Organ recit
al
Wednesday. May 17 — Tea for
councillors — Mrs. Barrows
Friday, May 19 — Campus club
tea for seniors
Saturday, May 20 — Delta Tau
Delta formal
Beta Theta Pi Formal
Sigma Alpha Iota formal
Monday, May 22 — Organ reci
tal
Tuesday, May 23 — Phi Mu
Alpha (Invitation)
Friday, May 26 — Organ reci
tal
Saturday, May 27 — Alpha Chi
Omega formal
Delta Gamma formal
Monday, May 29 —- Sigma Phi
Epsilon formal
Tuesday, May 30 — Memorial
Day — holiday
Wednesday, May 31 — Semester
exams begin
Saturday, June 3 — Phi Delta
Theta formal
Thursday, June 8 — Exam* end,
Conservatory concert
Friday, June 9 — Senior ball
Saturday, June 11 — Baccalau
reate Sunday
Monday, June 12 — Commence
ment

S t u d e n t s E le c t T h ir t e e n t o
E x e c u tiv e C o m m itte e ; V o te

Students Must Fulfill Re
quirements Before
M a y

Saturday, May 6, 1939

Joe Graf ran a 9.7 hundred yard
dash last night to set a new Beloit
relays Tecord and to take first in
the event which helped Lawrcnce
compile the 22 points for a fourth
place in the meet. Although a new
field record had been set by Linstrcm from Whittier <ollege of
California w h o did it in 9.6, he
Pictured above are two of Ted Shawn's dancers, McCormack and
Mumaw, during a moment in the famous “Kinetic Molpai” dance. The was disqualified for three false
famous male troupe will appear on the Memorial chapel stage Monday starts, and the record didn't win
the event.
night, May 8.
Jim Orwig tied for second in the
pole vault with a jum p of 12'3”,
while Ken Osbon took second in
the javelin with a toss of 174’ 9”,
one foot short of the winner. Craw
ford took a fourth in the high
jum p while the 440 relay also took
a fourth and the 880 relay team a
third.
Ted Shawn, who several years
ago broke away from the conven , dance things for which there was
tional formula that every dance no other language and it was here
ensemble must have more women the Molpai originated.
than men, w i ll . present his com
The scenes of these dances are
pany of nine male dancers at Law
mountain
tops, threshing floors, and
rence memorial chapel Monday
I spaces around sacred objects such
night. May 8.
U. W. Sociologist Finds
Perhaps at no other time in his as springs and altars.
brilliant career has Shawn shown
Shawn and his famous troupe
Australia Held Down
his mastery at the art of dancing
i have not confined t t .
brilliant
as ''onvinring’v as this season.
By Britain
A suite of ’ l l
dances called successes to the American conti
“Kinetic Molpai” w ill be danced nent, having appeared before Lon
“Though one might expect to
by Ted Shawn and his ensemble of
don audiences that were first skep find numerous similarities between
men dancers when they appear
tical and then enthusiastic over the the United States and Australia,
here.
the difference between the two
Ancient Greeks believed it was performances of the young men.
possible to express through the
The following comment from a countries far outweight the similar
ities,” said E. A. Ross, professor
London newspaper is characteris of sociology from the University
tic of the English critics’ reaction: of Wisconsin, guest speaker at the
Headed “Vigor That Silences the Friday, April 28, convocation at the
Scoffers,” the story read: “Lon Lawrence chapel.
don's strangest stage show, nine
During his recent visit to Aus
male ballet dancers from a remote tralia, Professor Ross found that
New England farm; bizarre, arrest 42 per cent of Australia was desert
ing. Before the curtain rose the
Board of Control Honors audience was restive. I suspect they
Noted Sociologist
had our traditional English distrust
Staff Members for Dis of anything faintly savoring of effeminancy:
tinguished Service
“And this male ballet business.
Two or three rather beefy young
Ten Lawrence juniors and sen
men in the stalls were obviously
iors were awarded gold keys for out for a rag. Nor could I rid my
distinguished service on the Law- self of the feeling that they had
rentian staff at a meeting of its many p r o s p e c t i v e supporters
around them. But from the mo
board of control Thursday after
ment that the curtain rose on a
noon, A pril 27. Those receiving wild Indian dance, there was a
the award will be Henry Johnson, 1change of feeling.
“Nothing fem inin: here, we deJohn Rieson, Grace Strong, Don
Neverman. Ed Bayley, Beth Arve- |cided, but a full-blooded masculine
son, Dorothy Martin, Charles Vau- vigor wholly divorced from ortho
Dell, Florence Perry, and Janet dox ballet. The dancers revealed
I physiques which might bo and posWeber.
The award which is being made 1sibly were envied by the beefy
for the first time w ill be an an |young men. This is definitely difnual presentation and will be ' ferent and although it has been in
given to those upperclassmen who London for only a few days, there
in the opinion of the board of con is definite evidence that a cynical
trol have done outstanding work theater public is fas* awakening to
on the publication.
its possibilities.”

Ted Shawn’s Men Dancers to

Appear Here Monday Evening

Ross Compares
U. S., Australia

Keys Awarded by
Lawrentian to 10

Senior Women Forget Worries,
Don Costumes for Annual Ball
Ormsby was the scene of the flavors” of Jello as represented by
senior girls’ annual escape f r o m Barbara Lester, Helen Vollbreeht,
the cares of a liberal arts college Carla Naber, Teeny Cox, Dorothy
Thursday night when Miss Ruth Blake, and Edna Nymen. and the
Cope entertained all senior women “dough-nut girls” Ruth and Flor
at an annual costume party. Cos ence Perry.
tumes ranged from sublime to
It is strongly to be suspectcd
hilarious, leaving the judges, Mrs. that Miss Cope, Miss Briggs, and
Marrows, Mrs. M illis and Miss Miss Whitcomb would have won
Welch, with a touchy decision to prizes for their representation of
make. First prize for the prettiest Hitler, Mussolini and Chamberlain
costume went to Ruth Barnes in if they had not been ineligible. The
an old-fashioned dress, and second frolic band provided music f o r
was given to Esther Fritz for her dancing between dinner courses—
Assyrian costume.
at which time little Black Sambo
Coming as each other, Betty Dinny Claire left most of her color
Morrison and Betty KreU walked on Popeye Betty Scandling. T h e
off with the prizes for funniest at only drawback to the dinner seems
tire, along with Jean Ridgway as to have been that Morrison’s bot
Hairless Joe. Most original c o s-< tled embryo spoiled the appetites
tumcs were the “six delicious of most of her neighbors.

Most Creek Chapters
Well Represented
On New Group
Lawrence college students turn
ed out to the polls 360 strong in the
elections Thursday and Friday and
elected thirteen members to t h e
executive committee for next year.
Those elccted were: juniors—Mary
White, Ken Buesing. Bob Stocker,
Bob W i l s o n . Selden Spencer;
sophomores—Blanche Quincannon,
J a r . e Grise, Vincent Jones, Art
Kaemmer, a n d Georgia Bettinghaus; freshman — John Messenger,
Dick Calkins, and Don Frederickson.
Only one candidate, Blanche
Quincannon, received enough first
votes to w i n without additional
votes from transfers. A ll otheis,
however, required a large number

Meet Next Week
Newly elected members of the
executive committee will meet
next week to elect a temporary
student chairman from among
the sophomore representatives to
act until the election of the stu
dent body president in October.
Other business will be the elec
tion of social, pep, homecoming,
financial, and convocation com
mittees. Nominations f o r these
committees may be made from
the floor by executive commit
tee members, or by the student
boiy at large, in which e*?e
nominating petitions with ten
signers must be presented at the
meeting. Any Lawrence student
is eligible for election to a n y
committee.
of transfers, none being finally
elected until at least three trans
fers had been accomplished.
An especially close race was run
between Georgia Bettinghaus and
Elaine Buesing, with Bettinghaus
winning finally on a flip of t h e
coin by Donald M. DuShane, asso
ciate professor of government, who
supervised the ballot counting.
Next closest result was in the
freshman elections where
Don
Frederickson eked out a win over
Dorothy Hansen by one vote in
the sixth transfer. Tabulations of
transfers of ballots will appear in
the next issue of the Lawrentian
The new lineup of the executive
committee finds the representation
widely divided a m o n g
Greek
groups on the campus. Fraternities
placed nine of the thirteen, leav
ing sororities with four represen
tatives. There were no indepen
dents elected. Greek affiliations are
as follows: Phi Delta Theta—Ken
Buesing and Dick Calkins; Delta
Tau Delta—Selden Spencer and
Art Kaemmer: Sigma Phi Epsilon
—Bob Stocker and Don Frederick
son-. Beta Theta Pi—Bob Wilscn,
Vincent Jones, and John Messen
g e r;
Kappa Alpha T h e t a —
Blanche Quincannon and Mary
White, Delta Gamma—Jane Grise;
Alpha Delta Pi—Georgia Betting
haus.

Contributor Promises
Outstanding Issue
E. A. ROSS
land, with no cultivation of the
soil anywhere 300 miles from salt
water.
"The population of Aus
tralia is now seven m illion," said
Professor Ross, "and I doubt very
much that it w ill ever rise above
nine or ten million unless the
Asiatics come in.”
U. S., Australia Differ
In the matter of imigration, the
United States and Australia have
differed, for the United States ad
mitted all classes of people from
all lands, whereas the Australians
limited their immigration chiefly
to people from northwestern Eu
rope, the British Isles in particular.
Popular government is twice as
Turn to Page 8

A larger and finer edition of the
Contributor will be placed in the
hands of students in the near fu
ture, reports Joe Morton, editor of
the publication. Due to a heavy
schedule facing t h e Banta press
which is printing the book, t h e
exact date is indefinite. However,
it is hoped that it will be out on
May 13 which is Saturday of Mace
weekend and the date of the Ariel
publication.
This edition will carry the stor
ies which have been awarded the
Hicks prizes for excellence and
w ill also carry several other out
standing literary pieces and pen
and ink sketches by Lawrence stu
dents.
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Listening Room
Is Constructed
In Baker’s Room
Provisions Being Made to
Provide Plaee to
Hear Concerts
The coming week will mark the
Inauguration of a project whereby
the great music of the world will
he made available to the student
body, through the mediums of the
phonograph and radio, on the cam
pus proper. Many requests have
been made for a listening-room,
centrally located, where students
and faculty may meet to hear wellbalarced programs played under
good conditions. To meet these re
quirements, Mr. Baker’s room in
Main hall has been selected, a n«w
radio-phonograph combination has
been purchased, and arrangements
have been made to put the plan in
to effect beginning Monday, May 8.
Phonograph programs will be
presented daily, except Saturday,
from 4 p m. to 5:30 p. m. In addi
tion the room will be available for
the more important broadcasts,
such as the Metropolitan Opera on
Saturday afternoons, t h e NBC
Symphony on Saturday evenings,
and the New York Philharmonic
on Sundays. Important dramatic
broadcasts will also be scheduled
Advance programs for both phono
graph and radio will appear regu
larly in the Lawrentian.
Under the present plans the
phonograph programs will consist
largely of requests which may be
made by the students and faculty.
Request flips may be placed in
mailboxes which will be loomed
In Main hall and the Conseryatoiy.
They should include the title of
the work desired and the day and
approximate time, between the in
dicated hours, that the work
should be played. All requests must
be In before 9 a. m. on Monday
morning of each week. The pro
grams for each week will then be
arranged and posted, together with
a complete time-«chcdule. in the
dormitor'es Main hall and Con
servatory, as well as announced in
the Lawrentian.
A considerable amount of annney is being spent in replacing worn
and broken records in the present
library, and new recordings are to
be added regularly. In order to «eeure a maximum of efficiency and
to minimize breakage, the present
system of loaning records for indi
vidual use will be discontinued
immediately. All studentr, conser
vatory as well as college, are to
revise their listening activities to
conform to the new plan. T h e
listening laboratories which are
held in conjunction with certain
Conservatory classes will be trans
ferred to Main hall.
With the whole-hearted coopetatlon of the student body and facul
ty. it is believed that the new pro
ject will become an integral and
stimulating phase of life on the
I^awrence campus. Mr. Macsth,
who is in charge of the program,
«dated. “A ll students and faculty
members are welcome to come and
go as they please, provided they do
so with a m inim um o i disturbance.
The programs will be conducted
informally. It Is our desire to ar
range interesting programs for the
casual listener as well as for the
practical musician.”
The programs for Main hall lis
tening room for Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday. May 8. 9. and 10,
are printed below. The approxi
mate time each work will be play
ed appears at the left of the col
umn. Students are free to come and
go as they please; It Is suggested,
however, that they take advantage
of the short interludes between
recordings. The listening room is

Applications Due
For Editorship

Greeks Challenge
Retas to Defend
Bridge Cup Sunday
The Betas have been challenged,
and have accepted. They will de
fend the bridge cup against fourman teams from all other fraterni
ties at Hamar union, Sunday, May
7, at 2:30 p. m.
It is probable that the matches
will be played on duplicate boards,
thus making the contest entirely
one of skill rather than skill and
luck.
Ed Marcellus is captaining the
Beta players. The rest of the team
will be composed of Bob Leverenz,
Jark "Culbertson’’ Wachter. a n d
either Bob Braun, Dave “P. Hal”
Sims, or Ed Bayley.
The Betas won the cup two years
ago with a team composed of Lfcverenz, O'Donnell, Joseph, and De
Baufer. They were not challenged
last year.

Sunset .Will Meet
On Tuesday, May 9
Members of Sunset w ill hold a
meeting at 7 p. m. Tuesday, May 9,
in the Little Theater, it was an
nounced by Ed Marcellus Wednes
day. All upperclassmen «llgible for
membership must submit petitions
to F. Theodore Cloak on or before
Monday, May 8.

Saturday, May 6, 1919

LAWRENTIAN

In Senior Recital

Gerlach to Give
Recital Sundav
J

m&jsmmm'

B o a r d of Control to
Elect at Next
Meeting

Student of Maesch to Pre
sent Senior Organ Pro
gram at Chapel

Applications for tne position of
editor-in-chief of the Lawrentian
for the school year 1939-1940 must
be submitted to Ralph J. Watts,
college business manager, by 5
p. m. Thursday, May 11, it was an
nounced today by Henry Johnson,
editor. The election by the board
of control will take place at its
next meeting.
The letter of application should
be a complete and concise state
ment of the experience of the ap
plicant which qualifies him for the
position. It should also state the
particular policy that he will fol
low or any major changes in the
setup which he w ill make.
The position of editor-in-chief
includes with it the entire respon
sibility for the news and and edi
torial columns of the Lawrentian.
Thus, it entails the organization of
an adequate news staff for news
gathering and for the proper pre
paration of news copy for t h e
printers. The editor-in-chief is also
responsible for t h e printing ar
rangements and is the ex-officio
president of the Lawrentian boat d
of control. The appointments of
the desk editor and managing edi
tor are made by him. subject to
approval by the board of control.
A yearly salary of $200 is paid to
him.

Donald Gerlach, student in organ
of LaVahn Maesch, will present
his senior organ recital at Law
rence college chapel on Sunday,
May 7 at 8 p. m. Gerlach, who Js
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ger
lach of Appleton, is well known
on the campus f o r his work as
pianist with the A Cappella choir.
The program for the recital fol
lows:
Concerto in B flat, No. 2
Handel
a Tempc ordinario e staccato
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro ma no presto
Toccata, Adagio and Ftjgue in C
major
Bach
First Organ Sonata
Philip James
Andante con tranquillita: Allegro
con brio
Andante cantabile
Finale: Toccata on a melody from
the Geistliche
Kircherngesang
Black Cherries, from "Pastoral
Psalms’’
Seth Bingham
Scherzo, from the Second Sym
phony
Louis V ;erne
Passacaglia. from t h e Symphony
in G major
Leo Sowerby
The next student organ recital
will be presented by Florette Zuelke and Cecil Neubecker on Mon
day. May 22, at 8 p. m.

DON GEBLACH

Craig Resigns Place
On Lawrence College
' Staff for K-C Post

President Thomas N. Barrows
announced last Thursday the re
signation of Kenneth A. Craig, as
sistant professor of chemistry who
is leaving to accept a position in
located on the second floor of Main
the research department of t h e
hall «L. C Baker’s room).
Kimberly-Clark corporation.
Monday, May 8
Craig joined the chemistry de
4:00 Overture to the Marriage of
partment at Lawrence in 1936 fol
Figaro
Mozart
lowing six years in the chemistry
4:05 Symphony No. 1, in C Minor
department of Pennsylvania State
Brahms
college, where he received the Ph.
Un pooo sostcnuto. Allegro
Junior Councillors
D. degree. He received the B. S. de
Union Aids Liberal
Un poco allegretto e grazio*o
gree from Iowa Wesleyan college in
Adagio. Piu andante. Allegio
Announced by Co/te
Education! Campus
1930. Articles by Craig have appear
non troppo
ed in the journal of the American
4:55 On Hearing the First Cuckoo
B r i d g e Improves Chemical
Miss Ruth Cope, dean of women,
Society. He is at present
in Spring
Delius
secretary of the Northeastern Wis last week announced the junior
5:05 Facades-Suite for Orchestra
Everybody’s playing bridge these consin division of the American councillors for next year. These
W illiam Walton
girl? will live at Ormsby and Pea
Fanfare. Polka. Yodeling Song da; s from the fellow who bids no Chemical society.
body to help the freshmen adjust
trump on a count of one and passes
Valse Tango
themselves to their first year of
on a count of five, to the card
Popular Song. Country Dance
college life. They are Kay Tuchshark who knows every card in his W.A.A. Board Names
Scotch Rhapsody. Tarantella
Martha Carman, Blanche
opponent’s hand and holds a post
New Intramural Board scherer,
Sevill ana
Quincannon, Georgia Bettinghaus,
mortem on every trick. Hamar un
Tuesday. May 9
W. A. A. board selected its new Jane Grise. Marion Cooley, Mar
ion has brought them crawling out
4:00 Roman Carnival Overture
Intramural board at its meeting ion Schmidt, Pat Guenther, Peg
Berlioz of their holes in the fraternity dens Tuesday. The following were ap Lester, Betty Gallup, and Betty
and dormitory “rec” rooms and set
4:10 A group of Schubert songs:
them loose on an unsuspecting pointed: Marjorie Carpenter, P eg Schoonmaker.
Die Forelle (The Trout)
Senior councillors who will re
campus. It is no longer safe for the gy Lester, Joan Glasow, Betty
Heidenröslein (Hedge-Rose)
Harkcr, Rosemary Taylor, a n d main in the freshman dorms next
Gretchen am Spinn*‘ade Mar unwary dance lover oi hungry Rosemary McDaniel.
year are Helen Pedley, Beth Arvegaret at the Spinning Wheel chapel-cutter to venture f o r t h .
Intramural
manager
Dorothy son, Grace Strong, Jane Houts,
Someone is sure to yell ’’Fourth?"
Der Erykonig <TTie Erl King)
at him, and before he knows what Martin w ill meet with the new Mary Agnes Sheldon, and Dorothy
4:25 Symphony No. 8. in F. major
is happening, the censorous eves board to appoint specific positions. Martin.
Beethoven
of the bridge fiend a r e glaring
Allegro vivace e con brio
across the tables at him. Lawrence
Allegretto scherzando
insomnia sufferers no longer count
Allegretto di Mcnuetto
STA RT S . . .
sheep for a continuous procession
Allegro vivace
THURSDAY
4:55 Festivals
Debussy of clubs, diamonds, hearts, a n d
spades are forever marching across
5:01 Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry
. . . FOR 5 D A Y S
Pranks
Richard Strauss before their eyes a n d accusing
them of sins of omission, commis
Wednesday, May 10
sion, or both. The bridge clubs of
4:00 Overturo to A Midsummer
A T F IR S T S IG H T !
Night’s Dream
Mendelssohn America need have no fear. There
is a growing generation of players
4:15 Symphony No. 4, in A Minor
Sibelius who will be ready to fill the vacan
cies and shoulder their duty to
Molto Moderato quasi Adagio
Culbertson with the international
Allegro molto vivace
battle by “Not Vulnerable"!
Largo

RPPLETDN

Allegro
4:50 Wotan’s Farewell and Magic
Fire Music, from Die Walküre
Wagner
5:15 The Sorcerer’s Apprentice
Paul Dukas
Scores will be available in the
listening room for those who de
sire to use them. Students are ask
ed to remember to deposit all slips
for requests in the mail boxes at
Main hall or the Conservatory be
fore Monday at 9 a. m., so that the
programs may be arranged and an
nounced well in advance.

NEWMAN CLUB MEETS
Nrwman club held its last meet
ing at the Catholic home from 4
p. m. to 7 p. m. Sunday April 30.
The Rev. Father Gerard spoke on
the effects of communism.

K o l e t z k e 's
For

Picture Framing
and

Instrument
Repairing

SCHMIDTS
M e n 's W e o r S in ce

Appleton.

We bave uccenfally «e'ved
Lawrence for M year* and «till
maintain this excellent service

1898

Wisconsin
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Grand March at Lawrence Spring Prom

The Prom Is a Memory but
Now We Ha ve Spring Formals
To Fill Our Social Programs

J

UST ONE B IG D A ZE —that’s the state of most Lawrentians now that
the Prom is in the past and comprehensives are over lor seniors and
those interested through fraternity pin connections. But with a week
to rest up in (did someone say “rest”? We all know that we do our best
studying between now and June) everyone should be all set few those
promising “Lawrence-in-the-Spring weekends” which are in store, each
one of which brings forth at least one formal. The merry month of May
ig more truth than fiction at Lawrence. Some radicals think we ought to
call off the academic work while we brush up on our extra-curricular
activities—and then there are others who don’t think it’s such a good idea.
The major social event of the
y e a r , t h e stupendous, colossal
spring prom, attracted about a«)
couples to Alexander gymnasium
Saturday night, April 2. Decorated
to represent a southern garden,
Mortar Board will be hostesses
the walls of the large gym were at a tea for all Lawrentians, their
lined with rose-covered arbors and parents, and high school frienas
trellises. The orchestra played from on Sunday afternoon. May 14, im 
a stand transformed into a white* mediately following the May queen
pillared porch, and an orange cres crowning. As is the custom, this
cent moon which shown on the tea will be held at Sage and wfili
dancers from one corner gave the especially honor the queen and her
real moon that beamed tnrough the attendants.
windows some heavy competition.
Mortar Board’s old and new soc
Lead Grand Marth
ial chairmcn. Janet Weber a n d
Tom Jacobs, student body presi Dorothy Martin, will be in charge
dent. and Alice Holloway *38. led of arrangements.
the grand march which opened the
prom. Chaperons were Mr. a n d
Mrs. F. Theodore Cloak and Mr. mann. A. A. Trever was present at
and Mrs. Lincoln Thiesmeyer. The the ceremony.
Yep, Ted Wayne!
guest list included President and
The Phi Taus will “tee off" at the
Mrs Thomas N. Barrows. Mr. and
Mrs. John Millis, Mr. and Mrs. Carl North Shore Country d u b for their
J. Waterman, Miss Ruth Cope. Mr. annual spring formal dinner-dance
and Mrs. R. J. Watts, Mr. and Mrs. on Saturday evening, May 6. D a t 
Harry F. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. W il ing will be to the music of Ted
liam E. Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne a n d his band. Arrange
Elmer Jennings, Mr. and Mrs. ments for a perfect evening have
George Banta, and Mr. and Mrs. J . been made by Slim Krueger. Chap
erones chosen for the occasion are
S. Reeve.
Students and faculty members Mr. R. O. Cummings. Miss A. P.
of the Institute of Paper Chemistry Jone«, and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
and their guests will have a formal Heselton. Many alumni and guests
dinner-dance tonight at the River- are also expected to attend.
Seniors of the Delt chapter will
view Country club. A committee
consisting of Paul Baldwin. Henry be the guests of Clark Nixon at a
Allison, W illiam Marteny. Robert breakfast tomorrow 'morning.
Donald M. DuShane, associate
Reed, and Richard Probst is in
chars«» of arrangements. An Apple proiessor of government, was en
tertained
at dinner at the Sig Ep
ton orchestra will play.
Marian Schmidt, Mary Stephen?, house Tuesday evening. Following
Jam* Porter, Ruth Glass, and Alyce the dinner a discussion on con
Jane DeI,ong left for Madison on temporary affairs was held.
Friday, May 5, to attend the K ip i.i
Delia province convention The*
will return on Sunday.
The Alpha Delta Pis will be the
first to give the boys a break ot
their spring formal, to be held at
Butte De3 Morts tonight.
Eddie
Thiessen’s orchestra will provide
the music, the A. D. Pis the girl,
and the night—well—Just pray it
doesn't rain.

Mortar Board Gives
Tea for Lawrentians

Shown above is the climax of the second annual Lawrence spring prom—the Grand March. Al Donahue
and his orchestra are seen playing in the newly built bandstand in the right background. Trellises and
arbors covered with roses and indirect lighting fixtures can be seen as a major part of the decoration*
scheme which was “Moonlight and Roses."

1939 May Queen Is
Elected byr Women

ceiving the second largest n u m b e r. honorary court consists ot M o ru r
of votes, will be honored also, as Board, councillors, and women
will her four court ladies. Her members of Phi Beta Kappa.

Yesterday afternoon after con
vocation Lawrence women voted
for their 1939 May queen. The re
cipient of this outstanding honor
will be unknown to Lawrentians
until the moment of her crown'ng
Sunday afternoon. May 14.
The crowning w ill take place
with impressive ceremony on the
lawn of the Alexander gym. The
queen's maid of honor, the girl re-

i*

WISHING TH E
STUDENT UNION
MUCH SUCCESS

The After-Class PickUp That Costs 5c . . .
Is Worth a Million!

Sponsor Muslrale
Sigma Alpha Iota is sponsoring
a musical on Sunday afternoon.
May 7. at 3:30 p. m. in the con
servatory. Members of the M ilwau
kee chapter will present musical
numbers.
This week the Thetas entertain
ed Mrs. Sinclair, national president,
who was their guest from Wednes
day to Friday. On Wednesday eve
ning a dinner was held in h e r
honor at Sage, and on Thursday,
May 4. she was feted at a tea in
the rooms from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Miriam Le? Porter was in charge
of arrangements.
We’re starting to “High-Cliff-'t”
again, seeing as to how It’s spring
and everything. This time it’s the
Delta S:i;s who arc planning a pic
nic for Sunday, May 7.
The Beta seniors report that they
are goinc to the home of Mr. nnd
Mrs. T. S. Kepler for tea on Sun
day, May 7.
On Monday evening. May 1. tne
Phi Delts initiated Fred Atkinson.
James Sattizahn, and Ross Schu-

GRIST FURS
If you're com
pletely
happy
with your regular fur
source . . . stick to it. If
you aren’t — f-ee Grist’s
. . . for the success of
this house stands on a
solid
foundation of
constructive c u s t o m er
relationships . . . har
mony with all at
all times.

BRAUTIGAN'S Barber Shop

You can't beat the de
licious honey flavor
found only in SAFE-T
Cones. Teamed with a
tempting gob of de
lectable ice
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Dancing
Delights
U tte rly fe m in in e frock s . . .
ju s t th e th in g fo r S p rin g
p a rtie s !
See th e m n ow !
M a n y new a rriv a ls to choose
from .
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As We Stagger
Out After Taking
Comprehensives. . .
HETHER the opinion of the seniors
who were subjected to the hazards
of comprehensive examinations on Mon
day agrees with that of the 1938 gradu
ates who participated in last week’s sym
posium remains to be determined, but it
seems fairly obvious that the feasibility
of the examinations should once more
be considered. No other time would be
more opportune, since seniors still have
a month of school, and there should be
ample time to evaluate the system as it
is now and to consider possible improve
ments in its setup.
The adoption two years ago of six
hour examinations instead of twelve hour
ones was undoubtedly a progressive one,
and the divorcing of comprehensives from
final examinations has likewise proved
advantageous.
Most emphasized by last year's grad
uates was the necessity for proper re
view. This is in accordance with the aim
of the examinations, and the most needed
changes seem to be in the direction of
helping seniors to prepare adequately for
the examinations. Since the aim is one
of coordinating the knowledge gained in
one’s major studies during the three
years, everything possible should be done
to facilitate this preparation. Monthly
meetings of students with their depart
ment heads were held this year, and the
results and opinions from some depart
ments seem to indicate that even more
frequent meetings should be held to guide
the work of preparation.
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Llchty

N o th in g C a n Force
Som e S tu d e n ts to P rep are

But there will undoubtedly remain a
large portion of the seniors who will per
sists in neglecting adequate preparation,
and for these student«, comprehensive
examinations can have no more value
than do any other examinations for which
no preparation has been made. That
these students almost without exception
arc students who have no intention or
possibility of attaining departmental
honors has been adequately demonstrated.
Therefore, the suggestion frequently
brought forth that comprehensive exam
inations be taken only by those student^
who desire departmental honors is one
which merits extensive consideration by
the faculty committee.
Of course, proper preparation for sen
ior comprehensive examinations can best
be started early in the student's college
career. Members of the faculty can
greatly facilitate this preliminary prep
aration by organizing their courses so
that frequent discussion serving to cor
relate related subjects can be included.
While professors are revising their
courses accordingly, it would be well for
them to inspect the organization of their
courses too. Frequently professors are
too prone to forget the limited knewledge
of their students, and to indulge in pro
found discussions which are futile for
many students even to attempt to follow.
No one can blame the student who dozes
while the professor discusses the ChinoJapanese affair and states that the only
thing which staves off the financial col
lapse of Japan is “the aggregate of the
instrumentalities of totalitarianism for
postponing the incidence of social and
economic law.” (This is quoted exactly
from a current highbrow magazine).
Higher education for some professors has
too long been linked with a worship of
big words until now they themselves are
enslaved by the habit, and perhaps lulled
into complacency themselves by their
own polysyllables and involved state
ments.

HAT could be more conducive to
good column writing? The mooa
shines down, Bob Crosby fairly melts a
naked radio set over by Perry’s chatter
ing typewriter, and Strong and White
bend over the editor’s desk in solemn and
sinister confab. Whose character will
they defame this week by the libelous and
spurious suggestion that that person
might be connected with the wholly nox
ious and ill-famed SPOTlHGHT? We re
call that DeMauppasant’s tragic story “A
Piece of String” was motivated by just
such evil suggestion. We are reminded
that the surest way to ruin a fine char
acter’s life is to suggest that he might
be involved in a diabolical project.
Never say that he is definitely re
sponsible for a crime, but put the insid
ious thought into a suspicious mind, “Do
you suppose that he is the one?” What
could be a more treacherous method for
planting suspicion on an innocent, unsus
pecting soul? Soon the word goes around,
and the conviction that he is the guilty
one becomts so prevalent that the inno
cent victim begins to doubt his own in
tegrity, his own unblemished career. He
seeks in his memory for a time when he
might have been led astray, then his faith
in himself is shaken, finally he is a dith
ering mass of nerves, dubious of every
thing. There is nothing left for him, and
his frenzied fingers reach into the medi
cine cabinet for the arsenic. The jig is
up; life has been lost merely because a
Mephistophelean character of the Strong
and White type has placed the insidious
but unfounded rumor into the minds of
the suspicious.

W

W
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“For some reason our married salesmen seem to be more cautious
about pestering housewives than our tingle men!”

Parade of Opinion

by

ACP

A W e e k - b y - W e e k R e v ie w o f C o lle g e T h o u g h t
a n d A c tio n o n

Im p o r ta n t

“G astronomical exhibitionism.”
“Infantile
behavior.” “Digestive
suicide.” Those are just a few of the epi
thets hurled at the current goldfish gulp
ing craze by the college press. And along
with the name-calling, they’re presenting
opinions of “eminent medical authorities”
that participants can expect serious ail
ments to follow their reversion to pelicanism.
The Wilson college Billboard neatly
summarized the viewpoint of the editor
ialists in this fashion: “Wouldn’t it be
profitable to develop a kindred interest
and enthusiasm for events and tendencies
of a more vital importance?”
Just a bit satirical, the Macalester col
lege Weekly pokes fun at the movement:
“If a little speculation is permissible, we
envision the time when a broad program
of intercollegiate ‘goldfish swallowing’
contests will be the order of the day.
Even now we can hear the cheering,
screaming thousands of spectators urging
the team from Whoosiz college on to the
swallowing of one more slippery little
fish in order to win the conference title.”
To aid in stamping out the crazc, the
Cornell university Sun has closed its col
umns to all mention of the contests which
the Washington university Life calls
“more appropriate to alley felines than
college students.”
Generalizing on the subject of colle
giate exhibitionism, the Oregon State col
lege Barometer delivered a sound lecture
to all who anticipate participating:
“Publicity that is bordering on the ri
diculous and the inane is not for any in
stitution, individual or organization. It
is not in the power of any organization
to check the afore-mentioned—where
there is a will there is a way. The pur
pose and the only purpose of writing is
to ask anyone interested in the sensation
al to look upon himself as others who
read and see pictures evaluate that they
C o u rse s M u s t be M o d iif e d
read and see. Everyone is judged by
If In g e n u ity is D e sired
what others think and not upon their own
Frequent reports that some professor personal opinion. Things are done be
thinks his course is the only one on the cause they are conventional. Think before
curriculum point to a lack of understand you act, if you are conventional; if you
ing on the part of some professors. If
professors are to expect students to ex arts college is constantly in need of re
press ingenuity, they must realize that vision and improvement, and conscien
narrow assignments required regularly tious seniors will realize that they are in
are not conducive to the desired expres a unique position to evaluate the present
sion by students, and so they must con setup and suggest proposals for improve
ment which should be received by the
duct their courses accordingly.
The educational process of a liberal faculty in the same spirit.

Goldfish

ÆVXj JiMV.'.V •

T o p ic s o f

th e D a y

are not, don’t act. Remember, if people
think you are a fool, then you are a fool!”
•

#

#

Firm in their demands for
rc U C 6
world peace, bu t divided in
their views as to how the
U. S. should work for it, an estimated
100,000 students held peace rallies on
many college and university campuses
last week. Abandoning the “strike” idea
of former years, the meetings this year
were quiet and mild.
The split in views came over the ques
tion of neutrality versus collective se
curity. No figues are available to tell
which opinion drew the largest number
of adherents. Despite the many editor
ials in the college press urging students
to face the facts of the present interna
tional situation, the demonstrations this
year drew the smallest crowds in years.
q

#
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•
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•

A shoulder strap is a piece of rib
bon placed where it will keep an at
traction from becoming a sensation.
♦

*

•

•

*

From the baudy to the sublime we
suggest that you who are the college
watch for the announcements of Conser
vatory recitals. Don’t miss Dave Schaub
or Don Gerlach when they give their
organ rccitals. You’ve been deprived of
a rare privilege, however, because Murial Engelland left school recently for a
rest. We always considered it worth stay
ing in school until May just to hear her
voice in a full program of songs.
•

Before wc leave the nude but racous
radio and the plotters, Strong and White,
we would like to emphasize that we
don’t like people who put other people's
pictures in papers.
•

•

•

She laughed when I sat down to
play, but *hcn I began to play!

Despite the fact that most all
lauded the statesmanship of dom ination by force w ill swell the tide
President Roosevelt in ad o f w orld opinion for peace.”
dressing his plea for peace to the dicta
tor-controlled nations, collegiate opinion
Th e La w r e n t ia n
was divided on the effectiveness of the
Published every Thursday during the col
latest U. S. move to bring order out of lege year by the Lawrentian Board ot Con
trol of Lawrence College. Appleton. Wis.
the European chaos.
All-American
Chief criticism of the fault-finders
1938
Member
1939
was that the message to Hitler and Mus
solini throws the U. S. into a battle of
A s s o c ia t e d G o D e 6 *a le P r e s s
words that is not our concern. This side
Distributor of
of the question was ably upheld by the
GoUe6ideDi6est
Villanova college Villanovan, which said:
Entered as second class matter Sept 20,
“Isn’t it natural that the dictators viewed 1010
at the post office at Appleton. Wis.,
this plea with misgivings? They certain under the act of March 3. 1879.
Printed by the Post Publishing Company,
ly perceived an inconsistenecy of view s in
the attitude taken by Mr. Rooosevelt. We Appleton, Wis Subscription price $2 50
EDITORIAL 8TAFF
hope that in the future the heads of our HENRV JOHNSON
.......
Edltor-in chief
governments will refrain from making
Tel 294-R
rash statements that will jeopardize the JA C K WHITE .................. Managing Editor
intrinsic value of noteworthy appeals GR A CE STRONG .................. Desk Editor
DEPARTMENT EDITORS
made in good faith. First and last they JAN ET WEBER ................................ Society
should remember that if democracy is to ED BAYLEY ....................................... Sports
be safeguarded, let us protect it here, DOROTHY MARTIN . . . . Student Activities
BETH ARVESON ................ Administration
not in European battlefields.”
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However, in a majority were the com
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ments in favor of the President’s appeal. DON NEVERMAN ....... Business Manager
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The Rollins college Sandspur summarized
VAU DELL ............. Collections
the position of the supporters of the Pres CHARLES
M A R JO R IE CARPENTER .. . Circulations
ident in this fashion: “Roosevelt has tak
STAFF MEMBERS
Malcolm Peter&on, Barbara Holt, Philip
en a momentous step in attempting to
force the hands of the dictators. Al Rctson, Jack Thomas.
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N ational Advertising Service, Inc.
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Vikes Win Ripon Track, Tennis Meets
Lawrence Squad
Wins Track Meet
By 16 Point Edge

VIKINGS W IN ANOTHER DUAL TRACK MEET

Viking Netmen
Take Redmen, 4-3
Ripon Takes More Singles
Matches, but Lawrence
Sweeps Doubles

Orwi
^ e, Graf, Buesing,
Cape, Crawford, Osbon Take Firsts

Lawrcnce college’s tennis team
got off to n precarious but success
ful start when they defeated Ripon
racquctecrs, 4 to 3, Wednesday
afternoon. Ripon won m orj singles
matches than did the Vikes, but
Lawrence swept t h e doubles to
win.
The match was played at Ripon.
and the condition of the Ripon
courts was almost more to contend
with than an opponent; the ball
ne\er bounced the same twice: ani
there were numerous hazards in
corner?. However, these were asr
bad for one team as for the other.
Schmerein had no trouble with
Millar, Ripon’s No. 1 man. It is
likely that the Redmen shifted
their positions around, for Apple
by. who beat Jackson, looked much
better than did Millar.

By Bob Schockley
Lawrence track squad defeated
Ripon in a dual meet at Ripon
Wednesday by a margin of 16
points. The final score was 73J to
57 J.
The score was one of the closest
in recent Lawrence track history
and until the Viking relay team
grabbed off five points against none
for Ripon, there was a bit of doubt
as to the outcome.
In the mile run. the first event
of the afternoon. Howard Searle of
Ripon was first with a time of
4:57.06. Bob Pedal, Lawrence, was
second, and Jack Wachter, Law
rence, ran an easy third.
Joe Graf (L) took an easy first
in the 100 yard dash. W ill Beck (L)
was second, and Lawrence missed
a "slam” in this event by a margin
of less than half a step when Curri of Ripon beat Miller <L) at the
tape.
In the 440 Ken Buesing of Law
rence was the victor by a fairly
wide margin. Lockery <L) was sec
ond in the event, and Gordon
White (R) drew the third position.

C hambers Wins

F.d ‘Chambers had no trouble at
all with Alderson, at No. 3, but Ed
Bayley went down to defeat at the
hands of Larry Barker, Ripon
sports editor, as did Bill Calhoun,
who ployed Danny Schultz at No.
5.

The first doubles match was won
by Schmcrein and Jackson. Apple
by and Millar gave the Vikes a
Lawrence and Ripon
good battle in the first set, but
Golfers in Deadlock rather cracked apart when t h e
Golfers of Lawrence and Ripon Viking duo smashed through to
victory.
colleges wound up in a 6 to 6 tie in
This match evened the score for

Orwig Wins Hardies

Jim Orwig <L) finished first in
the 120 yard high hurdles, a n d
Wellington Cape <L) was right on
his heels for second. Gilkey <R)
placed third.
The Vikes had only one man.
Bob Moll, in the 880 yard event
(} mile), and he placed second.
Knight (R) was first, and Hoff
man (R) took third.
The 220 yard dash was one of
the crowning achievements of the
day. Graf of Lawrence took the
lead soon after the starting gun
and seemed to widen the margin
with every step to finish with an
easy first. Wrigley and Heup of
Ripon placed second and third.
Bob Pedal and Norman Hecker
were Vike entries in the two mile
run. The race resolved itself Into
a battle between four Redmen and
Pedal. During the whole race two
Ripon m e n were attempting to
"box” Pedal in an effort to hold
him back, but in the eighth lap
Pedal forged ahead to finish srcond.

Low Hurdles Disappointing
The 220 yard low hurdles were
somewhat disappointing. Cape and
Orwig of Lawrence were running
an easy first and second when O r
wig hit the next to the last hurdle
and fell to ruin Lawrence's chances
for a first and second. Cape fin 
ished first with Ripon garnering
second and third.
In the relay, Buesing, Lawrence
lead-off man. picked up about five
yards on his opponent. Lockery
gained a few more, and Cape w id
ened the gap by a considerable
margin. Graf, anchor man. then
took the baton and in a style all
his own sprinted to the tape for a
first place.
In the field events t h e Vikes
were somewhat behind their op
ponents in points but made an ex
cellent showing. The lack of points
was due more to a lack of man
power than to ability.
Summary of the events:
High hurdles—Orwig (L), first;
Cape <L), second; Gilkey <R), third.
Time—17.4 seconds.
Low hurdles — Cape <L), first;
Gilkey (R), second; Pearman <R),
third. Time—27.3 seconds.
Broad jum p—Krcmar <R), first;
Graf (L), second; Kob <R), third.
Distance—20 feet, 2 inches:
High jum p—Crawford
(L) and
Orwig
(L), first; Rosebush (L),
Cape (L), Krcmar <R and Pear
man (R), third. Height—5 feet, 6
inches.
Pole vaul — Orwig (L), first;
Krcmar (R), second; Halamka (R),
third. H eirht—11 feet, 9 inches.
Shot—Koenp <R), first; Isdepski
*R), second; Maertzwiler <L), third.
Distance—3-i feet, 7 inches.
Discus—Koepp fR), first; Osbon
(L ), second; Izdepski <R), third.
Distance—126 feet, 3 inches.
100-yard dash — Graf (L), first;
Beck (L), second: Curry <R), third.
Time—10.1 seconds.
220-yard dash — Graf iL ), first;
Wrighley (R), second; Heup (R>,
third. Time—22.7 seconds.
440-yard ru n —Buesing <L), first;
Lockery (L), second; Heup fR),
third. Time—54.5 seconds.
880-yard run — Knights
<R),

a meet at Ripon Wednesday after
noon. Van W ie of Ripon was med
alist with an 80 while Masterson
and Whitford each stroked 87 to
tic for Lawrence honors.
The summary:
Lawrcnc*
Mastrrjon
2'a Peterman
Zwergel
I
Leith
Lewis
<» Van Wie
Whitford
2't Krueger

I
I
m

Total«

the match, 3-3, and Ed Chamber?
and Ed Bayley won handily over
Schultz and Alderson to cop the
match.

&Utr Tennis Meet Here

It has been announced that the
state tennis tournament will be
held at Lawrence rather than at
Ripon on May 27. Ripon w ill prob
ably have new concrete court»
Turn to Page 6
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Lawrence college track iq u d continued Its string of dual meet vic
tories Wednesday when It defeated the Ripon team there, 731 to 57}.
In the top picture. Ken Buesing la winning the quarter mile run, with
Glen Lockery finishing second, and Heup (Ripon) third.
Just above is a pole vaulting shot of Jim Orwig who scored many
of the Lawrence points. Included in his firsts were the pole vault, high
hurdles, and a tie in the high jump.
senger and Staffeld; guirds, Pow
ell or Florin and Roddy; centir,
Deppe. The backfield will be Kaem
mer, Romano, Everett, and Nencki,
w ith
Hammer,
Hayden, a n d
Spaulding likely to show also.
K a e m m e r. Messenger, Many high school athletes have
been invited to attend the game as
Neneki, Staffeld Show
the guests of the college. T h e
Well in Practice
game will start at 2 p. m. today at
Three weeks of heavy workouts W hiting field.
will come to an end this afternoon
Black Mountain college, in Nort'i
when Viking spring gridders com Carolina, spent a grand total of
plete the early season of practice $12.80. on athletics during 1938
with an intra-squad game. Coach
See T ed S h aw n M o n d a y
Heselton has been running t h e
boys through plays and teaching
them the fundamental aspects of
the game. Most of the candidates
THE NUT SHOP
are freshmen.
Frank Nencki bids fair to rival
the fleets of Novakofski for the
big Milwaukee halfback has been
running wild in practice scrim
mages. Art Kaemmer, fullback;
Johnny Messenger, tacklc; and A1
Staffeld, tackle, also have been
217 L College Ave.
showing well. Nystrom and Kaem
mer are the only lettermen out for
APPLETON. W1S.
the spring training period.
Although no definite first team
has been selected yet. the probable
varsity eleven will be ends, Ny
strom and Kirkoff; tackles, Mcs"B u y A p p e ara nc e "

Spring Drills End
With Game Today

first; Moll (L), second; Hoffman
(R), third. Time—2:09.2.
Mile run—Searle <R>, first; Pcdall (L), second; Wachter <L), third.
Time—4:5'\6.
Two mile run—Searle <R). first;
Parris <R) second; Pcdall (L),
third. Time—11:10.
Javelin—Osbon <L>, first; Rock
(R), second: Jackson (L), third.
Distance—169 feet, 11 inches.
Half mile relay—Won by Law 
rence team of Buesing, Lockery,
Cape and Graf. Time— 1:33.8.

BP. A U E R ' S
CLOTHES

S t a r N um bers
T hose
o u t"

n e w , c o lo rfu l "w e o r in
shirts —

id e a l

or w e ar

for these w a rm e r

d ays ju s t a h e a d —

id eo l fo r a fte r t h a t

h o t te n n is m a tc h —

ideol fo r b e a c h —

fo r a n y w h e re — - Y o u 'll like th e m .
A

dozen

c o lo r fu l

patterns

—

in

yo u r

t i i e to cho ose fro m .

$
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Suits o n d O ve rcoats

WHITE COATS
For the Donee
ALL NEW SPRING STOCK

T h ie d e Good C lo th e s
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Betas Place First
In Interfraternity
¥
Meet; Delts Second
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LAWRENCE STAGES ITS FIRST WATER CARNIVAL

Lawrence Tennis
Team Downs Ripon
CONTINUED FRO M PAGE 5
next year, and it w ill be best to
take advantage of Lawrence’s new
courts this year.
Results:
Schmerein (L> won from M illar
(R) 6-1, 6-1.
Appleby (R> won from Jackson
(L), 7-5, 6-4.
Chambers (L> won from Alderson (R), 6-3. 6-4.
Barker (R> won from Bayley,
(L), 7-5, 6-4.
Schultz (R> won from Cahoun
(L), 6-3. 6-3.
Schmerein and Jackson (L) beat
Appleby and M illar (R>, 6-4, 6-1.
Chambers and Bayley (L) be-at
Alderson and Schultz <R>, 6-1, 6-4.

Jones and Colvin Break
Three Existing
Records
SITRfMACi CM» R U *
May 4. 1039
Vol- Basllowlliiol Iry-Ln
Inj Golf ball ball h*U Tf 'k
nflas
200 23 200 300 200 30»
rvils
100 — 300 200 300 200
Phi Delts 300 100 125 125 43 l?r.
SI« Kp<
40 50 75 40 1i'i 7i
Pill Tail» 120 — 20 7j 7'j ♦!
ISTliKKRATIKNITV T IM
Betas
Delta
Phi Delta
Independent«
Si« Eps
Phi Taua

T*’l
\ZT>
1100
815
401
310

K MM t
7*
41
3«
il
U
3

This water ballet, accomplished through the aid of a float, was one of the most colorful events in the
The Betas won first place in the
water carnival sponsored by the newly formed Aquatic club Iasi night at Alexander gymnasium. Among
Inter fraternity track meet held tn
other features of the program were clown swimmin; and diving, an exhibition by Ken Westberg, and a
April 26 and 27, with the score of girls rhythm quartet.
74 points. This is the highest total
ever recorded in a Lawrence col
Elizabeth Sewell. Kitty Kendrick,
lege Interfraternity track meet.
Jane Grise, and Barbara Beall.
Three records fell to the wayside.
Members of the unusual “Bplloon
AH were broken by lietis, and
Relay Race** were Bob Zwicker,
Vince Jones accounting for two of
Ruth Strauble, George Fisk, Bev
the three. Vince hcavei the dis
cus 123' to displace the old rrtatk
erly Humleker, Ruth Ellen Rosof 118' 1" set by Kapp in 19.<6.
Last night the newly formed
holt, Patricia Guenther. John Hart,
Barbara
Beal,
Betty
White,
a
n
d
•Fones broke his own record in the Lawrence Aquatic club presented
and Miles Hench.
¿hotput with a heave of 43' 8” as
Charles Cox, demonstrated grace
its first water carnival. The show
Barbara Beall and Ray Chad
compared to his 40* 4'' of last >ear.
fully and well some of the finer
The third record fell when Colvin offered one hour and a half of ex
wick
performed in a tandem swim,
points of diving.
broke the tape in the 800 yard run cellent entertainment and demon
a number which Eleanor Holm
Johnny
Backman
in
his
clown
with a winning time of 1:20.5 sec strated the varied uses to which
Jarrett of Olympic fame perform
swim and A1 Haak and John Hart ed with Art Highland a year ago
onds. Grode's mark of 1:30.4 sec
a
pool
can
be
successfully
put.
The
onds set in 1935 was the old record
in their clown diving act took the at a water frolic in Chicago. The
ihow was well rounded, having hu
for the 660 yard run.
audience by surprise and kept
J h r Orwig, veteran varsity track mor. music, and a colorful swim
them laughing throughout their
man. won first in the low hurdles ming program.
*nd pole vault, and a second place
The girls “water ballet” present performance. Another of the excit
in the javelin to account for 14 of ed something new and different in ing events of the evening was a
the Independent’s 27 points. Anoth swimming. Members of the ballet
er outstanding man was freshman were Jane Mockley, Jean Marble. relay race in which three girl
Ralph Colvin, who also garnered Dorothy King. Mary Miller, Jean crawl swimmers, Polly Wilcox,
two first places, winning the three- West, Betty White, Virginia Dahl- Elizabeth Sewall, and Betty White,
S T A R T S F R ID A Y !
quarter mile event and the GOO strom, and Jane Grise.
raced Bud Steinman, who swam all
yard run.
Diving Exhibition
three strokes—breast, back, a n d
The Betas increased their lead
Ken Westberg. last year's Mid crawl.
r»ver the Delts in the Supremacy west diving champion, aided by
MKhythm Quartet**
cup race. First place in the tracic
An especially interesting event
meet gave the Betas 300 points, and
was the “Girls* Rhythm Quartet”,
the second place Delts picked up (4) Pruett, Delt; »5» Sehade. Beta, i featuring rhythm swimming by
Distance:
139'.
•JOO points. This gives the Betas
Discus: (1) Jones, Beta; <2> Mes- !
i lead of 125 points in the Suprem
acy cup race. Mathematicnlly, fie (M g V , Beta: *3» Nencki. Delt; (4)
race has narrowed down to the Oliver, Phi Delt; (5» Brand. Delt.
Delts and Betas. Baseball is the Distance: 123*.
Low hurdles: i l l Orwig. Ind : i2>
last sport fti.it will !).• «Minted to
ward determining the winner of i Hayden. Beta; (3> Davis. Delt: <4>
Romano, Delt; (5> Diver
Beta.
the cup.
The resuits of the meet ire as Time: 14 seconds.
440 yard telay: <1> Phi Delts. (2)
follows:
Pole vault: (1) Orwig. Ind.; (2* Betas: (3) Independents: (4> Delts;
Diver, Beta; O') PemJHly, Delt: <5> Sig Eps. Time: 46.4 seconds.
Three-quarter mile run: (1> Col
<4» Tie between Humleker, Beta,
vin, Beta: <2> Wachter, Beta: (3»
ind Davis. Delt. Height: 10' .1”
High jump: (1) Rosebush. Sig ^p: Fisk. Phi Delt: (4) Perrv. Delt; '5)
(2» Diver, Beta; <3> Hayden. Beta; Deppc, Delt. Time 3:30.2 minutes.
300 yard run: (1> Miller, P h i
♦4> Oliver. Phi Delt; Skinner. Phi
Delt; (2) Moll. Beta; <3» Hahn. Sig
Tau. Height: 5' 6".
Broad jump: (1> Hammer. Be»a; Ep; (4) Cole. Sig Ep; <5* Prescott,
<2» Beck, Delt; (3> Lingle. P h i Beta. Time: 36 seconds.
75 yard dash: (1> Beck. Delt; <2>
Delt: <4> Garman. Phi Delt; (5»
Donahue, Phi Delt; <3> Mowbray,
Romano. Delt. Length: 19' 5".
C e c i»
,
Shot put: (1) Jones. Beta; <2> Ind.; (4) Hammer. Beta: <5» Hay
— Plus —
Messenger, Beta; (3» Nencki. Delt; den. Time: 8.2 seconds.
Jack Holt in
660 yard run: (1) Colvin, Be!a;
*4* Spengler, Phi Tau; (3» Weiss.
(2) Pedall. Ind.; <3> Calkins. Phi
WHISPERING
Delt. Distance: 43' 8”.
ENEMIES”
Javelin: (1) Jackson. Delt; <2* Delt; (4) Moll. Beta; (5» Stewart,
O n u g . Ind.; (3) Everett. Phi Delt; Delt. Time: 1:26.5 minutes.

Many Participate in Aquatic
Club’s First Water Carnival

Beloit Tracksters
Overwhelm Carroll
The Beloit college track squ&d
scored a decisive victory over Car
roll college Saturday, 83 to 48. The
Blue and Gold captured 10 first
places to 5 for Carroll. Hartman
and Hamachek of Beloit won two
firsts apiece for individual honors.
The Beloit golf and tennis squads
also defeated Carroll, the score in
golf being 10 to 3, and in tennis.
6 to 3. Long and Floberg. Beloit
was low for Carroll with 79.
accordian playing of Mary May
Crawford added a great deal to the
two water ballet numbers and con
tributed toward making t h e m
beautiful and rhythmic perfor
mances.
The events were announced by
Jack Brand.
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Delts Favored in
Baseball Tourney
Phi Taus Defeat Sig Eps
In First Practice
G a m e
The Delts are lavorites to win
the Greek softball championship
this year, but they may have trou
ble with the Betas. The Delts have
a strong, well-balanced team. Their
infield of last year, the best in the
league, is still intact, and has add
ed Bob Romano, who has played a
lot of ball in Milwaukee, at second.
H urling for the Delts will be eithINTERFRATERNITY
SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
1938-1939
May 9, 1939 — Beta Theta Pi vs.
Phi Delta Theta
Delta Tau Delta vs. Sigma Phi
Epsilon
Phi Kappa Tau — Bye
May 11, 1939 — Phi Kappa Tnu
vs. Beta Theta Pi
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma
Phi Epsilon
Delta Tau Delta — Bye
May 16. 1939 — D flta Tau Delta
vs. Phi Kappa Tau
Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Phi
Epsilon
Phi Delta Theta — Bve
May 18. 1939 — Phi Delta Th^ta
vs. Delta Tau Delta
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Sigma Phi
Epsilon
Beta Theta Pi — Bye
May 23. 1939 — Beta Theta Pi
vs. Delta Tau Delta
Phi Delta Theta vs. Phi Kap
pa Tau
Sigma Phi Rosilon — Bye
Rules
All games will be seven in
nings.
All games are to be played at
4 p. m. with 4:15 p. m. deadlines.
All games are to be played at
W hiting Athletic field.
Any games postponed due to
rain must be played on Friday
of same week in which game
is scheduled.
All games will be governed
by Spaulding regulation soft
ball rules.
Cards must be made out for
each game with list of players
and score.

W

HEN this column was writ
ten, t h e Viking trackstprs
had had no chance to real
ly show what they have this year,
but the results of the Ripon meet
are not likely to throw much light
on the situation. The reason an ex
planation and truer description of
the track prospects is called for is
that an erroneous idea has been
spread forth. It should be correct
ed before the season begins.
Due to the enthusiasm of the
publicity director and a few mis
takes in the personnel of the team,
the idea seems to have gotten
around that Lawrence has another
good track team this year. While
we aren’t expecting to end up in
last place in the Midwest, it should
be made clear that the boys will
be lucky to get anything better
than fourth or fifth; tor certain
events, and several of them, ars
so weak that it will be impossible
to snare any points at all in them.
You can’t have a winning track
team when you don’t expect any
points in the shot, discus, mile,
two-mile, and the hurdles. You
can’t have a winning track team
when men like Grode. Gerlach,
Leete, Bridges. Stevens, and Schub
ert have to be replaced. You can’t
have a winning track team with
only half a dozen men, no matter
how good they are, especially when
about four of them run the same
race. You can’t expect much when
you lose ten lettermen from yeur
squad and get one numeral winner
from the freshman team of the
year before.
Part of the reason why we talk
ed about the Midwest title for this
year was that we had Jack Sellers,
brilliant
sprinter and
hurdler;
Bruce Stevens, hurdler, who prom
ised to surpass Leete; Bill Catlin,
pole vaulter; and Vince Jone*, a
sure double first place winner in
any meet. We had all these men
to plug the gaps, and »hey could
have done it. But they’re gone, for
one reason or another, and there
are not many left.
Besides this, Ken Buesing, our
best 440 man and a good sprinter,
is troubled with a football knee
and has- not been able to woik
much.
So, with Graf, Osbon, Maertzweiler, Davis. Orwig, Wachter,
Cape. Lockery, and Buesing, we’ll
just have to hope for the best, but
not expect miracles. We’re getting
used to miracles around here now,
after the football season, but for
thh> track team to win the M id
west or State — that’s not a miracje; that's more than a miracle!
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The Die Is Cast, Friends, ' Varsity Noses Out
Fate Decrees Comprehensives Alums by 6 Points

lntheSPOTLIGHT

J

UST in case no aspirants to this
ordeal shows up on Sunday, we
might as well sit down for
awhile and tell what we know of
what's going on around this place.
From all appearances we’re either
letting moss grow on us or nothing
much has happened because our
minds are in that state of total
blank which comes with comprehensives. . . . The Prom was a flop
as far as this column is concerned
because youse guys and youse girls
seemed to have been too infatuated
with Mr. Donahue and his tribe of
rythmn makers. At least the re
port at present is still - - - no pins
hung! Who said “Spring at Law
rence!” ? ? ? . . .
O f course it is just as we predict
ed not too many wreeks ago, GEOR
GIA and B ILL just couldn’t make a
go of it and are already treading
separate paths. One more for the
list is what we’d call it, Miss BETTINGHAUS! . . . Have you noticed
that after spreading his masculine
charm over several other bits of
territory in Ormsby hall, ED M A R 
TY is once more wearing a path
to the door of MARGARET PA R 
ISH? Guess her friends didn’t quite
suit you, eh ED? . . .
Well if they never achieve anoth
er significant thing in their life.
•SI” SEIBOLD and W ILL BECK
will be able to tell their children
that they were the first to finish
their senior comprehensives. May
be however, these two gents would
rather wait for a week or two be-

COAL!

scrap.

c

K arl Elias. Appleton amateur as
tronomy enthusiast, spoke to mem
ber's of the Science club on Thurs
day in the Lawrence observatory.
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Capitante on
your education
Ttiia niomilul national organization
offer» an uiriiiml opportunity to college
»Indenta for nummer work Thouianda
have tinaneeil their education »mi gain
ed valuable buaine»* training through
thia high-type «ale« work, hxperienee
¡anot et.ee?,tini. Our program and train
ing course assure auece*a.
Write fot complete details
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By Grada DeMore
Sam l^ete Takes Firsts
Juniors, what’s in a year? The
In High Jump,
rope is around our necks; the die
Hurdles
is cast. Comprehensives are com
ing!
Although alumni men may be
Let us beware the profs who pre thought of as being rather old and
dict our outcome before we show slightly out of condition, they
our stuff, and those who will read proved that they were still in
shape at the recent alumni-varsity
our papers and grade them sub track meet at W hiting field.
jectively at best with a prejudiced
Things looked pretty black for
mind. Let us shun those who the varsity men as the Alum?
would keep us away from dances placed on top during the first half
after weeks of stu-dying And be- ; of 1he meet, but gradually the var
ware of those who, in the interest ; sity men nosed them out to win
of their oral comprehensive, would by a score of 66 to 60.
keep us forty minutes after t h e
honors for performances at the
morning session is supposed to end meet go to Sam Leete, alumni, for
at eleven-thirty.
his six foot high jum p a n d his
Let us cut our classes a week be time of 10 seconds flat in the 75
forehand to study, and grow pale yaid high hurdles; Ralph Colvin
and heavy-eyed trying to dec'de , for his 1:28.7 660 yard dash; and tc
what to study. Let us learn every Vince Jones for his 44’ 4” toss of
specific fact, and then grind on the ; the shot.
A Promising Crew
broad outline, just in case we do
not know what the word ‘Compre
Observations show t o a t Coach
hensive’ means to our professors. Denne'y has a very promising crew
Include the prayer that Maerlz- of men this year. Jack Wachter,
weiler was prepared to give to pro who worked hard in the J mile,
pitiate the gods.
is being groomed for distance runs
Let us sing, or swim, as did the in future meets. Jim Orwig has
frat delegations about t h e three 1given Coach Denney further con
little fwishies and the damn. And fidence in the hurdles, pole vault,
answer merrily our question of and javelin throw. Colvin and
“What relation has a fish to mu Pedall are sure to shine in the dis
sic?" when it comes our turn on ' tance runs, while Beck. Cape,
the mat.
Buesing, and Graf looked good in
A dash to Hnmar union for a re- j the 440 yard relay. These men to
laxmg game of bridge during the gether with Schade in the javelin.
noon recess might do us good. We , Crawford in the high jump. Diver
could aho wear good-luck charirs, 1in the vault, and Moll in distance
bracelets, other people’s pins, and should bring good results to Law
trilobitcs, to bring us the much- rence on the cinder path.
needed luck. Let us patronize the
movies the night before. And be whole major field, and hope that
nicc and cheerful to Mr. Millis as we tan put our education down on
he opens the door for our big d.iy paper. And by all means, let's show
them they can't scare us. For. oh
Let us woik up handwriting en happy thought! -the seniors are still
durance to write a book on our I alive and kicking.

hour exam has begun,
it, boys? . . .

er Chuck Pruett of Applelon,
floor stacks.
Stewart of Milwaukee, or Willy
Beck, veteran portsided moundsman.
The Phi Delts went down to de
feat against the Delts in a practice
game last Sunday, 12 to 4. Johnny
Backman, who toed the mound for
the Phis, had trouble with control.
Sec you all again next week.
The Phi Taus pulled off a sur
I. M. Diskusted
prise victory over t h e Siginas,
P.S. Who mentioned our battin
when they walked over Lubenow
average?
and Bittner to cop another prac
tice contest. The wildness of the
Sig Ep pitchers again proved the
deciding factor.
The Betas strength is yet un
Tuesday, May 9 — Kirby Page,
known. Either Gardy Hayden, Ed.
author and social evangelist,
Bay ley, or Tom Gochnauer, a dark
will be the speaker.
horse hurler, w ill face the oppos
ing batsmen from the mourd.
Vince Jones, mountainous back
stop, and Frank Hammer, are ex Students were permitted to make
pected to provide the hitting punch observations through the large
telescope following the talk.
for the Betas.

Science Club Hears
Elias on Astronomy

Paga Sevan

B e tte r D ry C lean in g
222 East College Avenue
The S om e

B u ild in g os

Y o u r East End Postal Sub-Stotion
GLA D LY DELIVERED TO V O IK RESIDENTIAL UNIT
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illis Announces
May Registration,
Course Changes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE t
references as they may apply to a
proper appreciation of the arts,
but with major emphasis on an ev
ery-day application to a wider
cultural background. Lecture», dis
cussions, and field trips, designed
to develop appreciation of the arts,
and to show their function in con
temporary life. Credit 3 hours. Mr.
Megrew.
Fine Arts 41 — Architectural De
sign. A course intended primarily
to stimulate interest in the artistic
background of the home, by giv
ing the student a broad under
standing of the relation ot color
and design to the general art of
interior decoration. It includes at
tention to such problems as those
of wall papers, furniture, rugs, sil
ver china, as well as a brief study
of house-planning. Credit 3 hours.
Mr. Megrew.
Fine Arts 110 — Problem* in the
Arts. To be required of all majors
in Fine Arts and open to non
majors only on approval of the
chairman of t h e department of
fine arts and the dean of the col
lege. Credit 3 hours. To be taught
by the staff, under the chairman
ship of Mr. Hulbert.
There will be a discontinuance of
the courses currently listed in the
department of history ar.d govern
ment as 33 and 34, recent world
history, and 120. cooperative- and
cooperative marketing.
Other new courses are:
History a n d Government V. —

English Constitutional H i s t o r y
From the beginning to al>out 1800.
Seminar with the study of selected
documents and reports Alternate
▼ears, given in 1939-40. PiorcqulJite, junior rank and history and
government 1-2. Credit 3 hours. Mr.
Baney .
History a n d Government 26 —

LAWRENTIAN

History of Wiscomin. T h e west
ward movement in the United Kirby Page, Noted
States to the Mississippi river. Po
Author, W ill Speak
litical, economic, and cultural de
velopment of the state. Much em
In Chapel on May 9
phasis is placed on the expansion
Kirby Page, author and soc'al
of the state activities after 1900. in
which Wisconsin w a s a national evangelist, is to speak at convo
leadeT. Prerequisite, junior rank. cation Tuesday, May 9. As an auth
Credit 3 hours. Mr. Raney.
or he has contributed to the
History and Government 54 — world’s literature on international,
International Relations. Political,
economic, and cultural problems in economic, social, a n d religious
the contemporary world, as seen questions. For eight years he was
from the American viewpoint. Pre the editor of the “The World To
requisite, Junior rank.
Credit 3 morrow”.
hours. Mr. DuShane.
Kirby Page has spoken in col
History a n d Government 56 —
American Constitutional History. leges and universities jn all sec
The development of constitutional tions of the country. He has given
principles in t h e United States. special lectures at Yale University
Prerequisite, Junior rank and His Divinity school and at summer ses
tory and Government 13-14. Credit
sions of t h e Union Theological
3 hours. Mr. Cummings.
The addition of advanced Eng- seminary. He has been the speaker
list Constitutional History to the in churches, clubs and forums
list of field treated tutorially by throughout the land.
There will be an open forum for
Mr. Raney in History and Govern
ment 111-114 has been authorized.. questions and discussion following
the chapel speech.
Revise Chemistry Courses
There has been a complete re
vision of the courses in chemist-, y. Stephenson Is Elected
Next year the courses offered in
Head of Sa#e Council
this field will be:
Chemistry 15-16— General Chem
Sage elections were held Thurs
istry. Credit 8 hours.
day. April 27, to select officers for
Chemistry 35 — Qujlitative An the next year. The incumbent
alysis. Prerequisite, Chemistry 15- council presented the slate frcm
16 Credit 4 hours.
which the following members were
C h e m i s t r y 36 — Elementary elected: Andrea Stephenson, who
Quantitative Analysis. Prerequi w ill succeed Janet Weber as pre
site. Chemistry 35. Credit 4 hours.
sident; Janet Blumer. who will re
Chemistry 45 — Elementary Or place Carolyn Kemler as secreff a n i c Chemistry.
Prerequisite, tary-treasurer; Harriet Peters, who
Chemistry 15-16. Credit 4 hours.
w ill take over June Selvy’s posi
Chemistry 46 — Advanced Or tion as social chairman: Helen Ann
ganic
Chemistry. Prerequisite, Schram, who will succeed Andrea
Chemistry 45. Credit 4 hours.
Stephenson as head proctor.
Chemistry 55-56 — Physical
Chemistry. Prerequisite. Chemistry
35 and 36. Credit 3 hours.
by which a student may secure fi
Chemistry 65 — Advanced Quan- nancial aid: scholarships for stu
t i t a t i v e Analysis. Prerequisite, dents attaining scholastic standing
Chemistry 85 and 36. Credit 3 of 2.25 or above: grants-in-aid for
hours.
those in good scholastic standing,
Chemistry 66 — Application of 1.25 to 2.25: employment: and
Quantitative Analysis. Prerequisite, loans. Blanks for application for
Chemistry, 65 and the consent ot aid may be obtained from the
the instructor. Credit 3 hours.
dean’s office between May 4 and
Financial Aid Discussed
May 31 and must be returned in
Dean Millis stated the four means person to the dean.

Saturday, May 6,

L. W. A . Breakfast

Is Planned May 13
According to tradition, the an
nual May breakfast sponsored by
the L.W.A. council w ill be held
Saturday, May 13, on the Ormsby
terrace. This year's added attrac
tion will be the high school guests
visiting Lawrence on Mace’s invi
tations.
Lawrentians “in the know” can
vouch for the delicious menu, fea
turing strawberries and cream, and
all will want to meet the up and
coming freshmen. Breakfast w ill
be served from 7:30 a. m. to 10:30
a. m.. and tickets may be obtained
in the dorms for twenty-five cents.

Six Freshmen Appear
In Recital Thursday
Six freshmen students f r o m
Lawrence Conservatory of Music,
who were among the winners of
the music scholarship contest held
March 19, 1938. were presented in
recital at Peabody hall on Thurs
day evening. Those appearing were
Marie Illingworth, soprano, Har
riett Peterman, soprano, and Bet
ty Burger, soprano, students of
Carl J. Waterman: Margaret Doc
tor. pianist, and Farley Hutchins,
students,of Gladys Ives Brainaro;
and Ruth Mewaldt, violinist, stu
dent of Percy Fullinwider.

Beaver Participates
In Science Symposium
Paul C. Beaver, assistant pro
fessor of biology, participated in a
symposium held at a meeting of
the Illinois State Academy of Sci
ence held in Springfield, 111., on
Thursday and Friday. Mr. Beaver
read an original paper as his part
in a symposium on “Diseases of
Illinois Domestic and W ild Ani
mals Caused by Parasitic Animals'*
on Friday.
See T ed S how n M o n d o y

Noted Sociologist
Compares Australia
And United States
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
old in the United States as it is
in Australia, due to the control
and influence of the government)
of Great Britain.
“I believe that the interior ha$
made the personality of the Ameri
can people, whereas the Austral
ians were not freed from the Eng
lish background as we were,” con
tinued Mr. Ross. "I found out how
the British manage to keep Aus
tralia within the British Empire,
for the Australians have been
greatly damaged and held in sub
jection to British ideas. By using
the “mother-daughter” idea, the
English have kept the Australians
‘trapped’ and have kept their gov
ernment from progressing as it
should have."

Advanced in Social Security
In the matter of social security,
however, the Australians are far
in advance of the United States,
for the Australians instituted so
cial security in 1910, whereas the
United States''did not put it into
effect until 1935. Co-operation in
Australia, too. is much more evi
dent than in the United States.
At present, the main problem in
Australia is the matter of the hours
to a working week and workers
are fighting for a forty hour week,
in place of the present forty-four
hour week. The educational sys
tem of Australia is inferior to that
of the United States, though their
primary school system is an excel
lent one.

Mary. White Is Chosen
Head of Mortar Board
Mary White, outstanding junior
girl, has been chosen president of
Mortar Board for the coming year.
Other officers appointed for the
coming year are Dorothy Martin,
vice-president, a n d social chair
m a n : Andrea Stephenson, secretary-trcasurer; and Grace Strong;
reporter.

the New York W orld’s F air
. . . Captain N a n c y L o w r y
and her Guides will show millions
their way around.
And at the Fair... or wherever you
go... Chesterfield’s right combination
of the world’s best cigarette tobaccos
is showing millions the way to more
smoking pleasure.
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When you try themyou*11know why Chest•
erfields give smokers just what they want
in a cigarette. . . more refreshing mildness
• .. better taste. . . more pleasing aroma.
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